The Role of Lead (Pb) in the High Temperature Formation of MoS$_2$ Nanotubes
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Abstract: Recent studies have clearly indicated the favorable effect of lead as a growth promoter for $MX_2$ ($M =$ Mo, W; $X =$ S, Se) nanotubes using $MX_2$ powder as a precursor material. The experimental work indicated that the lead atoms are not stable in the molybdenum oxide lattice ion high concentration. The initial lead concentration in the oxide nanowhiskers (Pb:Mo ratio = 0.28) is reduced by one order of magnitude after one year in the drawer. The initial Pb concentration in the MoS$_2$ nanotubes lattice (produced by solar ablation) is appreciably smaller (Pb:Mo ratio for the primary samples is 0.12) and is further reduced with time and annealing at 810 °C, without consuming the nanotubes. In order to elucidate the composition of these nanotubes in greater detail; the Pb-“modified” $MX_2$ compounds were studied by means of DFT calculations and additional experimental work. The calculations indicate that Pb doping as well as Pb intercalation of MoS$_2$ lead to the destabilization of the system; and therefore a high Pb content within the MoS$_2$ lattice cannot be expected in the final products. Furthermore; substitutional doping (Pb$_{Mo}$) leads to p-type semiconducting character; while intercalation of MoS$_2$ by Pb atoms (Pb$_{y}$/MoS$_2$) should cause n-type semiconducting behavior. This study not only sheds light on the role of added lead to the growth of the nanotubes and their role as electron donors; but furthermore could pave the way to a large scale synthesis of the MoS$_2$ nanotubes.
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1. Introduction

Inorganic nanotubes (INT) have become a prominent research subject in recent years. Their unique mechanical, optical and electrical properties [1–8] prompted extensive investigation. A number of synthetic routes have been developed, for example, chemical vapor transport using bromine for INT-MoS$_2$ [9,10], bismuth catalyzed vapor-liquid-solid method for SnS$_2$ nanotubes [11], misfit compounds superstructures of SnS-SnS$_2$ and NbS-PbS$_2$ nanotubes [12,13] and sulfidization of tungsten suboxide nanowhiskers leading to the formation of INT-WS$_2$ [14].

Recent studies have shown a new strategy for successful synthesis of $MX_2$ ($M = \text{Mo, W}; X = \text{S, Se}$) nanotubes using Pb as a growth promoter [15,16]. Figure 1 presents a SEM image of MoS$_2$ nanotubes (Figure 1a) and high resolution TEM image of single MoS$_2$ nanotube (Figure 1b) formed by irradiating MoS$_2$ powder by a focused ($\times$15,000) sunlight for 10 min [15]. The inset in Figure 1b shows the distance profile of nanotube layers. The interlayer spacing of 0.634 nm is somewhat larger than that of bulk 2H-MoS$_2$ (0.62 nm). This 2% expansion of the lattice spacing in the nanotubes is well documented [17] and is attributed to strain relaxation. Figure 1c shows the EDS spectrum of single MoS$_2$ nanotube after the irradiation, the table in the inset in Figure 1c shows the atomic % of the elements. In both cases the formation mechanism can be described as a Pb-promoted $MX_2$ conversion into Mo(Pb)O$_{3-x}$ nanowhiskers at high temperature (>2500 °C). Once formed, the nanowhiskers react back with the X-vapor which leads to the formation of $MX_2$ nanotubes. Numerous attempts to synthesize MoS$_2$ nanotubes in a conventional oven (up to 1000 °C) or induction furnace (up to 1600 °C), with the same precursor materials, or generation of Mo(Pb)O$_{3-x}$ nanowhiskers and their subsequent sulfidization did not succeed. It appears, therefore, that the high temperatures (>2500 °C) and the presence of lead are critical for the conversion of MoS$_2$ powder into Mo(Pb)O$_{3-x}$ nanowhiskers which serve as template for the synthesis of $MX_2$ nanotubes according to this process. In addition, the use of Pb as a growth promoter is environmentally unfavorable. Therefore, stabilization of molybdenum suboxide phases could be done using different metals, for example V, Ta or W [18–20].

The main goal of the current work is to understand the role of lead (Pb) as a growth promoter of INT-MoS$_2$; evaluate its solubility limits in the two lattices (oxide and sulfide) and their electronic state in the INT-MoS$_2$ lattice. In particular, the stability of this heavy metal in the oxide precursor and the formed MoS$_2$ nanotubes was investigated through both theory and experiment. Due to the fast kinetics of the process, the samples (oxide nanowhiskers and nanotubes) formed in such extreme conditions contain a certain amount of Pb. However, the content of Pb is found to be time-dependent and can considerably decrease upon thermal annealing. DFT calculations give preliminary information about the coordination and the electronic state of Pb atoms within the MoS$_2$ lattice. They verify a low affinity of the Pb atoms as dopants or intercalants in the sulfide matrices and indicate that the experimentally observed high amount of lead (Pb) is too far from the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions.
Figure 1. MoS$_2$ nanotubes formed using solar ablation system (a) SEM image of MoS$_2$ nanotubes; (b) high resolution TEM image of a single MoS$_2$ nanotube (adapted after [15]). The inset shows the profile of the interlayer distances of the nanotube wall. The interlayer spacing is somewhat larger than that of bulk 2H-MoS$_2$ (0.62 nm); (c) EDS spectrum of a single MoS$_2$ nanotube; the inset table shows atomic % of the nanotube’s elements.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Annealing

To distinguish between the different samples of oxide nanowhiskers and the molybdenum disulfide nanotubes studied in this work a labeling system was used (see Table 1). For this work, two different precursors were investigated: MoO$_{3-x}$ (2) nanowhiskers and MoS$_2$ (2) nanotubes, which were left one year in the drawer after solar ablation synthesis. The detailed description of their synthesis can be seen in the experimental part. Due to the small quantities of the MoS$_2$ nanotubes and MoO$_{3-x}$ nanowhiskers that are obtained in the synthesis (~1%–2% yield) only single particle EDS measurement can be suitable for their chemical analysis.
Table 1. The samples labeling that were used during the experimental work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precursor</th>
<th>After the Solar Ablation Synthesis</th>
<th>After a Year in Ambient Conditions</th>
<th>30 min Annealing in H₂S</th>
<th>1 h Annealing in H₂S</th>
<th>2 h Annealing in H₂S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MoO₃₋ₓ</td>
<td>MoO₃₋ₓ (1)</td>
<td>MoO₃₋ₓ (2)</td>
<td>MoS₂ (3a)</td>
<td>MoS₂ (3b)</td>
<td>MoS₂ (3c)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experimental work which has recently been carried out indicated that the Pb atoms are not stable in high concentrations in the MoO₃₋ₓ or MoS₂ lattice. According to the EDS measurements the initial lead concentration in the molybdenum suboxide nanowhiskers MoO₃₋ₓ (1) was reduced by one order of magnitude after one year in the drawer (Pb:Mo ratio reduced from ~0.28 to 0.03 in MoO₃₋ₓ(2)) (Figure 2). The same analysis showed that in the case of MoS₂ (1) nanotubes the Pb concentration decreased from ~0.12 to 0.03 in MoS₂ (2). Subsequent annealing of both types of nanostructures, i.e., MoO₃₋ₓ (2) nanowhiskers and MoS₂ (2) nanotubes, leads to additional reduction of the Pb concentration. The Pb:Mo ratio before and after annealing calculated from EDS measurements can be seen in Figure 2. It should be emphasized that the accuracy of the EDS is greatly compromised at the lower concentration limit of Pb.

Figure 2. Pb:Mo ratio of the precursors and products according to the EDS measurements, (a) MoO₃₋ₓ (2) nanowhiskers as a precursor material; (b) MoS₂ (2) nanotubes as a precursor material.

The outdiffusion of the lead from the molybdenum oxide nanowhiskers MoO₃₋ₓ (2) did influence their high-temperature stability and their conversion into MoS₂ (3) nanotubes upon annealing in H₂S atmosphere at 810 °C. In all cases, MoS₂ (3,4) nanotubes were observed after the sulfidization and annealing of the lead-depleted MoO₃₋ₓ (2) nanowhiskers and MoS₂ (2) nanotubes. TEM images of the precursors and products can be seen in Figure 3. Detailed description of the annealing conditions can be seen in the experimental section.

Due to the overlap between the Mo(L) and Pb(M) peaks (2.3 KeV) in the EDS spectra, the calculated atomic concentration of Pb is based on the Pb(L) (10.5 KeV) and Mo(K) (17.4 KeV) peaks, which provide lower accuracy. Therefore, the detection of Pb atoms after a year in the drawer is limited to the detected range (>0.2 at%). On the other hand, it can be seen from the EDS spectra of the samples before and after annealing that in the case of molybdenum suboxide nanowhiskers MoO₃₋ₓ (2) as a precursor material, the Pb peak disappears after two hours annealing in H₂S atmosphere, while the same peak disappears after 30 min annealing at 810 °C in the case of MoS₂ (2) nanotubes (Figure 4).
Figure 3. TEM images, (a) MoO$_{3-x}$ (1) nanowhisker obtained after the synthesis (solar ablation for 30 s); (b) MoO$_{3-x}$ (2) nanowhisker a year after the synthesis; (c–e) MoS$_2$ (3) nanotubes after 30 min, 1 and 2 h of H$_2$S annealing, respectively, with MoO$_{3-x}$ nanowhiskers as a precursor; (f) MoS$_2$ (1) nanotubes after the synthesis (solar ablation for 10 min); (g) MoS$_2$ (2) nanotube a year after the synthesis, (h–j) MoS$_2$ (4) nanotubes after 30 min, 1 and 2 h (H$_2$S) annealing, respectively, with MoS$_2$ (2) nanotubes as a precursor.

Figure 4. EDS spectra of the samples before and after annealing at 810 °C, (a) MoO$_{3-x}$ (2) nanowhiskers as a precursor; (b) MoS$_2$ (2) nanotubes as a precursor.
2.2. DFT Calculations of \( \text{Mo}_{1-x}\text{Pb}_x\text{S}_2 \) Solid Solutions and \( \text{Pb}_y/\text{MoS}_2 \) Intercalates

The experimental work has indicated a time-dependent content of Pb in the samples of MoS\(_2\) nanotubes after Pb-promoted synthesis, which suggests that the MoS\(_2\) lattice forms an unfavorable environment for the Pb atoms in these nanostructures. In order to elucidate preliminary the accommodation type, chemical bonding and the highest possible (at equilibrium) concentration of Pb atoms in the samples of MoS\(_2\) nanotubes a set of DFT calculations were performed. Two cases were considered: (1) the lead atoms substitute the Mo in the lattice and serve as dopants (\( \text{Mo}_{1-x}\text{Pb}_x\text{S}_2 \) solid solutions); (2) the Pb atoms intercalate into the interlayer space of the MoS\(_2\) host lattice (\( \text{Pb}_y/\text{MoS}_2 \) intercalates).

2.2.1. Electronic Structure

Test DFT calculations at LDA level were performed on example of the bulk 2H-MoS\(_2\) and fcc-PbS crystals (see Section 3). 2H-MoS\(_2\) was found to be a semiconductor with direct band gap 2.18 eV and indirect \( \Gamma \rightarrow \frac{1}{2}\Gamma \) gap of 0.59 eV. The valence band is composed mainly of S3\( p \)-states, about \( \sim 3.5 - 6.0 \) eV below the Fermi level. The top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band are dominated by Mo4\( d \)-states. In the electronic structure of fcc-PbS the occupied Pb6\( s \) band is present between 6.5 and 9.5 eV below the Fermi level. The three predominately S3\( p \) bands are located between \( \sim -6 \) and 0 eV. The fundamental band gap of 0.11 eV is direct at the L point with the conduction band composed predominately of Pb6\( p \) states. While the values of the band gaps are also typically underestimated in LDA approach, the band structures are in full accordance with other theoretical and experimental results [21,22].
In general, the band structure of MoS\(_2\) and the corresponding picture of the densities of states (DOS) are essentially not perturbed by substitutional doping of the Mo sublattice by a single Pb atom (Figure 5a). A single level separates from the bottom of the conduction band into the band gap of pristine MoS\(_2\), while the Fermi energy shifts downwards the top of valence band. In addition, a new level emerges at 1 eV below the bottom of the valence band of doped MoS\(_2\). It is composed mainly of Pb6s states, which do not overlap with the S3p band and do not contribute to the chemical bonding of the system. Thus, like in the case of PbS compound, the chemical bonding of Pb atom with S atoms is released due to the depopulation of only Pb6p states, which can be found at 5–6 eV above the Fermi energy. All these features are evidence for a p-type semiconducting character of the Pb-doped MoS\(_2\) and nominal 2+ oxidation state of Pb. Such oxidation state and the arising electron deficiency of MoS\(_2\) electronic structure should lead to destabilization of the chemical environment of the Pb-doped MoS\(_2\) lattice. The map of the differential electron densities for this system supports this deduction and demonstrates a vanishing electron density and weakening of the bonds near the Pb atom compared to the electron density nearby the Mo atoms (Figure 5a).

**Figure 5.** (a) Band structure; electronic partial densities of states (DOS) for Pb and differential electron density map for 2H-MoS\(_2\) crystal doped by single Pb atom; (b) Band structure, DOS for Pb and differential electron density map for 2H-MoS\(_2\) crystal intercalated by single Pb atom. LDA DFT calculations.

Another possible process, which could occur during the Pb-promoted growth of MoS\(_2\) nanotubes, is an intercalation of MoS\(_2\) lattice by Pb atoms. The intercalation by a single Pb atom also does not affect the band structure essentially (Figure 5b). Yet, in this case the Fermi level shifts upwards into the conduction band. The localized Pb6s states occur deeper at 2 eV below the bottom of valence band. Pb6p states of the intercalating Pb atom are more delocalized within the conduction band, than in the aforementioned case of Pb doping. Thus, a Pb\(_x\)/MoS\(_2\) intercalate should behave as an n-type semiconductor. The map of differential electron density for this system does not reveal any essential covalent bond formation with S atoms and serves as an evidence for the non-amicable environment of the intercalating Pb atoms.
Both doping and intercalation by single Pb atoms lead to a destabilization of the MoS\(_2\) electronic system. A weakening of the chemical bonding within the MoS\(_2\) lattice due to electron deficiency of the valence band or occupation of anti-bonding Mo4d-states, are observed, respectively. A stabilization of the lattice is not favored also by the sterical strain induced after the difference in the radii between Mo and Pb atoms. e.g., optimized lattice parameters for substitutionally Pb-doped MoS\(_2\) lattice reveal a slight increase of the lattice parameter \(a\) from 3.12 Å to 3.15 Å due to the single Pb impurity atom and up to 3.19 Å due to the “cluster” of four Pb atoms. The interlayer distance is not considerably affected in both cases and is ~0.05 Å smaller, than in the pure 2H-MoS\(_2\). The intercalation of MoS\(_2\) lattice by individual Pb atoms has opposite effect: the \(a\) lattice parameter is increased by ~0.01 Å, while the interlayer distance is getting larger by ~0.4 Å. These trends agree well with the large atomic radius of Pb atoms. Indeed, the calculated metal-sulfur bond lengths in the bulk of PbS and MoS\(_2\) are: 2.94 Å for Pb-S and 2.40 Å for Mo-S, while the length of the covalent Pb-S bond within Pb-doped MoS\(_2\) lattice is 2.65 Å.

Furthermore, the influence of the concentration and ordering of the impurity atoms on the thermodynamic stability of doped Mo\(_{1-x}\)Pb\(_x\)S\(_2\) and intercalated Pb\(_y\)/MoS\(_2\) phases can be considered. To characterize the stability of Mo\(_{1-x}\)Pb\(_x\)S\(_2\) and the Pb\(_y\)/MoS\(_2\) phases, the cohesion energies \(E_{\text{coh}}\) were calculated for a set of 4 × 4 × 1 2H-MoS\(_2\) supercells modified by 1–4 Mo atoms (Table 1). In agreement with the picture of the electronic structure, the absolute values of \(E_{\text{coh}}\) for all modified systems vanish with the growing content of Pb, which is an evidence for the weakening of chemical bonding in both doped and intercalated MoS\(_2\) compared to the pristine MoS\(_2\). Noteworthy, the cohesion energies of the solid solutions as well as intercalates vary almost in the same order of magnitude, and the competing formation of both phases during the Pb-promoted growth of MoS\(_2\) nanotubes can be anticipated.

The exact growth mechanism and the main compounds participating in the growth of MoS\(_2\) nanotubes have still to be found. Yet, a first insight in this process is possible by the consideration of some model reactions. The formation energies \(\Delta E\) for Mo\(_{1-x}\)Pb\(_x\)S\(_2\) and Pb\(_y\)/MoS\(_2\) phases from MoS\(_2\) and the corresponding compounds were estimated using calculated change in the total energies of the next formal reactions:

\[
(1 - x) \text{MoS}_2 + x\text{PbS} + x\text{S} = \text{Mo}_{1-x}\text{Pb}_x\text{S}_2 \tag{1}
\]

\[
y\text{Pb} + \text{MoS}_2 = \text{Pb}_y/\text{MoS}_2 \tag{2}
\]

Both reactions have been found to be highly endothermic (Table 2). Concerning the calculated values of \(\Delta E\), a strong tendency for the phase separation of Pb-modified MoS\(_2\) lattice into a mixture of simple binary sulfides and simple elements may be contemplated. These theoretical observations are in agreement with the experimental finding of the time-depended Pb content in fabricated MoS\(_2\) samples.
Table 2. Cohesion energies $E_{\text{coh}}$ and energies of formation $\Delta E$ of Mo$_{1-x}$Pb$_x$S$_2$ solid solutions and Pb$_y$/MoS$_2$ intercalates concerning reactions (1) and (2), as a function of the content and the arrangement of Pb atoms within model supercells. LDA DFT calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isomer</th>
<th>Pb atoms Arrangement</th>
<th>Supercell Composition</th>
<th>$E_{\text{coh}}$, eV/atom</th>
<th>$\Delta E$, eV/Pb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mo$<em>{32}$S$</em>{64}$, $x,y = 0.00$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>single Pb atom</td>
<td>Pb$<em>3$Mo$</em>{30}$S$_{64}$, $x = 0.031$</td>
<td>-1.50</td>
<td>4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2a</td>
<td>two neighbor Pb atoms within the same layer</td>
<td>Pb$<em>3$Mo$</em>{30}$S$_{64}$, $x = 0.063$</td>
<td>-1.45</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2b</td>
<td>two distant Pb atoms within the same layer</td>
<td>Pb$<em>3$Mo$</em>{30}$S$_{64}$, $x = 0.063$</td>
<td>-1.43</td>
<td>4.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2c</td>
<td>two neighbor Pb atoms in different layers</td>
<td>Pb$<em>3$Mo$</em>{30}$S$_{64}$, $x = 0.063$</td>
<td>-1.43</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2d</td>
<td>two distant Pb atoms in different layers</td>
<td>Pb$<em>3$Mo$</em>{30}$S$_{64}$, $x = 0.063$</td>
<td>-1.43</td>
<td>4.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3a</td>
<td>three neighbor Pb atoms within the same layer</td>
<td>Pb$<em>4$Mo$</em>{28}$S$_{64}$, $x = 0.094$</td>
<td>-1.39</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4a</td>
<td>four neighbor Pb atoms within the same layer</td>
<td>Pb$<em>{6}$Mo$</em>{24}$S$_{64}$, $x = 0.125$</td>
<td>-1.33</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pb$_{y}$/MoS$_2$ Intercalated by</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>single Pb atom</td>
<td>Pb$<em>{y}$/Mo$</em>{32}$S$_{64}$, $y = 0.031$</td>
<td>-1.51</td>
<td>5.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2a</td>
<td>two neighbor Pb atoms within the same vdW gap</td>
<td>Pb$<em>{y}$/Mo$</em>{32}$S$_{64}$, $y = 0.063$</td>
<td>-1.47</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2b</td>
<td>two distant Pb atoms within the same vdW gap</td>
<td>Pb$<em>{y}$/Mo$</em>{32}$S$_{64}$, $y = 0.063$</td>
<td>-1.46</td>
<td>4.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2c</td>
<td>two neighbor Pb atoms in different vdW gaps</td>
<td>Pb$<em>{y}$/Mo$</em>{32}$S$_{64}$, $y = 0.063$</td>
<td>-1.44</td>
<td>5.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2d</td>
<td>two distant Pb atoms in different vdW gaps</td>
<td>Pb$<em>{y}$/Mo$</em>{32}$S$_{64}$, $y = 0.063$</td>
<td>-1.43</td>
<td>5.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Noteworthy, the formation energies for the model supercells with “associated” (neighboring) Pb atoms in both Pb-doped and Pb-intercalated MoS$_2$ are considerably lower, than for those supercells, where all Pb atoms are separated. e.g., the interaction between two Pb atoms separated by the distance ~6.3 Å in Mo$_{1-x}$Pb$_x$S$_2$ solid solutions is almost absent ($\Delta E$ for D2b and D2c isomers are close to that of D1, Table 1). The same tendency can be observed in Pb$_{y}$/MoS$_2$ intercalates, yet, with a higher range of interaction between Pb atoms ($\Delta E$ for I2b isomer is still less, than for I1, Table 1). Thus, the solid solutions of Mo$_{1-x}$Pb$_x$S$_2$ should be more stable than Pb$_{y}$/MoS$_2$ intercalates, since the coalescence of intercalated Pb atoms is more favorable and Pb$_{y}$/MoS$_2$ intercalates might exist in the narrower part of the phase diagram at a lower Pb content, than Mo$_{1-x}$Pb$_x$S$_2$ solid solutions.

Concerning the analysis of calculated formation energies for the case of single doping or intercalating Pb atoms, the formation of Mo$_{1-x}$Pb$_x$S$_2$ solid solutions is more likely, than the formation of Pb$_{y}$/MoS$_2$ intercalates. As well, the values of formation energies allow an estimation of the limit of the lead solubility at certain temperature $T$ at thermodynamic equilibrium. As example, we consider roughly the possible content within Mo$_{1-x}$Pb$_x$S$_2$ compounds after reaction (1). The preference of one of two
states in a chemical reaction is determined by the free energy change \( \Delta F = \Delta U - T \Delta S \), where \( \Delta U \) is the change of internal energy, \( \Delta S \) is the change of entropy. The condition corresponding to the phase separation is \( \Delta F \leq 0 \).

In the first approximation, \( \Delta S \) can be defined as the configurational entropy of randomly distributed Pb atoms in the metal sublattice of Mo\(_{1-x}\)Pb\(_x\)S\(_2\). From the theory of ideal solutions it follows, that

\[
\Delta S = R \left( \ln x + \frac{(1-x)}{x} \ln (1-x) \right)
\]

where \( \Delta S \) is expressed per mole of Pb. \( \Delta U \) can be approximated as the energy of reaction (1) \( (\Delta U = \Delta E) \). The estimation of the free energy change for the phase separation within Mo\(_{1-x}\)Pb\(_x\)S\(_2\) solid solutions with a fortiori low \( x \) imply the use of the energy for the formation of single Pb atom within MoS\(_2\) lattice, i.e., \( \Delta E = 4.65 \text{ eV} \) or 448.7 kJ/Pb-mol (isomer D1, Table 1).

The results of this approach based on the formal reaction (1) are visualized in Figure 6. They reveal that the substitution of Pb atom instead of the Mo atom within the MoS\(_2\) lattice is a quite rare event and the content of Pb at thermodynamic equilibrium would be around \( x = 10^{-7} \) at the temperatures \( \sim 3000 \) K. In this manner, the experimentally fabricated MoS\(_2\) nanotube samples with primary Pb content of \( x = 0.12 \), which were formed during the extreme reaction conditions of the sun-light driven evaporation, are thermodynamically unstable and should show a high urge towards a phase separation.

**Figure 6.** Calculated free energy \( \Delta F \) of the phase separation within Mo\(_{1-x}\)Pb\(_x\)S\(_2\) solid solutions depending on the temperature and Pb content \((x)\).

3. Experimental Section

MoO\(_{3-x}\) nanowhiskers and MoS\(_2\) nanotubes were prepared using solar ablation system [15]. The Pb and MoS\(_2\) mixture was sealed in a quartz ampoule and irradiated using solar ablation system for 30 s in the case of MoO\(_{3-x}\) nanowhiskers, and for 10 min in the case of MoS\(_2\) nanotubes. Both nanostructures contain a few atomic percent of Pb. After spending a year in ambient conditions these samples were annealed at 810 °C in the presence of H\(_2\)S and forming gas (5% H\(_2\) and 95% N\(_2\)). The annealing time varied from 30 min to 2 h. The sample labeling can be seen in Table 2.

At each stage the samples were examined with a transmission electron microscope (TEM) operating at 120 kV, equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) detector for chemical
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analysis. The SEM image was generated using a scanning electron microscope (SEM), and high-resolution imaging was achieved with a field-emission gun TEM operating at 300 kV.

The calculations were performed using the SIESTA 2.0 (Madrid, Spain) implementation [23,24] within the framework of density-functional theory (DFT) [25]. The exchange-correlation potential within the local-density approximation (LDA) with the Perdew-Zunger parametrization was used [26]. The core electrons were treated within the frozen core approximation, applying norm-conserving Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials [27]. The calculations were performed using the SIESTA 2.0 (Madrid, Spain) implementation [23,24] within the framework of density-functional theory (DFT) [25]. The exchange-correlation potential within the local-density approximation (LDA) with the Perdew-Zunger parametrization was used [26]. The core electrons were treated within the frozen core approximation, applying norm-conserving Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials [27]. The valence electrons were taken as $3s^23p^4$ for S, $4d^55s^55p^0$ for Mo, $6s^26p^2$ for Pb, while Pb5$d^0$ electrons were included as semi-core state. The pseudopotential core radii were chosen, as suggested by Martins, and are equal to 1.70 Å for all S states, 2.45 Å for Mo4$d$ and Mo5$s$, 2.65 Å for Mo5$p$ states, 3.20 Å for Pb6$s$ and Pb6$p$, 3.00 Å for Pb5$d$ states. In all calculations double-$\zeta$ basis set is used for all atoms. For $k$-point sampling, a cutoff of 10 Å was used [28]. The $k$-point mesh was generated by the method of Monkhorst and Pack [29]. The real-space grid used for the numeric integrations was set to correspond to the energy cutoff of 300 Ry. For the study of substitutional doping and intercalation of MoS$_2$ by Pb atoms the supercell of $4 \times 4 \times 1$ of 2H-MoS$_2$ unit cells was considered. The energies of chemical reactions were estimated from the calculations of total energies for 2H-MoS$_2$, bcc-Mo, fcc-Pb, fcc-PbS and molecular S$_8$. All calculations were performed using variable-cell and atomic position relaxation, with convergence criteria set to correspond to a maximum residual stress of 0.1 GPa for each component of the stress tensor, and maximum residual force component of 0.01 eV/Å.

4. Conclusions

The experimental work shows that MoO$_{3-x}$ (1) nanowhiskers and MoS$_2$ (1) nanotubes synthesized using solar ablation system, are stable for more than a year in the ambient conditions. However, Pb atoms that were observed in these nanostructures, are not stable in high concentration and tend to diffuse out of the lattice. The Pb outdiffusion from these nanostructures did not influence their high-temperature stability and their conversion into MoS$_2$ (3,4) nanotubes. In all cases MoS$_2$ nanotubes were observed after the sulfidization and annealing of MoO$_{3-x}$ (2) nanowhiskers and MoS$_2$ (2) nanotubes. According to the EDS measurements the initial Pb concentration in both nanostructures was reduced after one year in the drawer. While subsequent annealing of these nanostructures lead to additional reduction of their Pb concentration. It can be seen from the EDS spectra that in the case of molybdenum suboxide nanowhiskers MoO$_{3-x}$ (2) as a precursor material, the Pb peak disappears after two hours (H$_2$S) annealing, while the same peak disappears after 30 min annealing at 810 °C in the case of MoS$_2$ (2) nanotubes.

DFT calculations have verified a very low affinity of Pb atoms as either substitutional or intercalating agents to the host MoS$_2$ lattice. Both types of modifications should lead to the destabilization of the electronic structure of the pristine MoS$_2$ and cause a weak chemical bonding between Pb and S atoms with the oxidation state of Pb$^{2+}$. The calculations have also demonstrated that the interaction between Pb atoms as intercalates is slightly stronger, than the interaction between Pb atoms as substitutional dopants in the MoS$_2$ lattice. Thus, Pb$_y$/MoS$_2$ intercalates might exist only at lower Pb content compared to a solid solution of Mo$_{1-x}$Pb$_x$S$_2$. The latter phase seems to be a more favorite form of Pb within the fabricated MoS$_2$ nanotubes. The estimations of the free energies for the phase...
separation of $\text{Mo}_{1-x}\text{Pb}_x\text{S}_2$ solid solutions explain the experimentally observed time- and high-temperature reduction of the Pb content in the nanotube lattice. The experimentally reached Pb concentrations ($x = 0.3$) may be attributed to a thermodynamically unstable system which was obtained by a fast kinetic of the chemical reaction between lead atoms and the primary 2H-MoS$_2$ lattice during the solar ablation experiments.
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